
Special Session on “Adaptive Systems”

Adaptive applications form an increasingly important class of applications for the embedded systems domain.
Such applications differ from conventional applications in requiring automatic configuration and dynamic recon-
figuration in order to meet changing environmental (run-time) requirements (thus requiring adaptivity). Another
reason for adaptivity is that systems more and more need to cope with hardware imperfections (e.g. malfunc-
tioning cores or errors in the memories or the interconnect). For performance and efficiency reasons, adaptive
applications are often mapped onto multi-processor systems.

Examples of adaptive (streaming) applications include: signal processing for phased array antennas, wireless
baseband processing, multi-media processing (e.g. en-/decoding, MPEG/TV) and medical image processing.

The following trends can be observed in adaptive systems: (1) throughput (QoS) requirements of applications
are getting tighter and, correspondingly, demands for computational power are increasing; (2) they need to be
modeled at higher levels of abstraction (e.g. kernels instead of instructions) to tackle the increasing complexity;
(3) they have to operate in increasingly resource-constrained environments, which reach from energy-constrained
mobile devices to complex technical installations that are challenging with respect to energy supply and heat
dissipation (e.g. phased array antenna systems).

In this special session, adaptivity will be discussed on various levels:

– on the application level (paper by Steffen Stein et al. on self-configuration of evolvable applications safety-
critical systems “Admission Control and Self-Configuration in the EPOC Framework” and paper by Sander
Stuijk et al. on dynamic applications for mobile devices “Scenario-Aware Dataflow: Modeling, Analysis and
Implementation of Dynamic Applications”),

– on design-time mapping level (paper by Stefan Geuns et al. on modeling and mapping applications with
timing constraints “Mapping of Modal Applications giving Throughput and Latency Constraints”),

– on the operating system (run-time) level (paper by Timon ter Braak et al. on resource allocation for MPSoCs
with faulty components “Adaptive resource allocation for streaming applications” and Andrew Nelson et
al. on runtime composable power management “Composable Power Management with Energy and Power
Budgets per Application”),

– and on the hardware platform level (paper by Diana Ghringer et al. on a novel NoC framework runtime
adaptable systems “Heterogeneous and Runtime Parameterizable Star-Wheels Network-on-Chip”).
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